
THE MARCHANDS-MERCIERS AND SEVRES
1

by John Whitehead

In 1656, the Paris luxury goods market was in 
such a parlous state that the English traveller Peter 
Heylyn consigned the following comment to his 
notebook: ‘the two severall ranks of shops in 
Cheapside can shew more plate, and more variety of 
Mercer^' wares, good and rich, then three parts of 
Paris. Merchants they have here, but not many, and 
they are not very' wealthy’.1

The reign of Louis XIV witnessed a dramatic 
reversal in this situation. Dealers, known as 
marchands-mercicrs,2 competed to offer ever more 
novel luxury furnishings and works of art, including 
objects enhanced with precious metal mounts.

In the 18th century, the marchands ’ role was to be 
crucial; they controlled the design, manufacture and 
sale of most of the finest decorative objects. Count 
Carl-Gustav Tessin, the Swedish ambassador to Paris 
in the early 1740s, frequented the shop of Edme- 
Fran^ois Gersaint (fig. 1), one of the greatest of all the 
marchands-mcrcicrs: ‘Feu Gersaint, ctoit le Brocanteur 
le mieux foumi de Paris. Excellent et fin connoisseur 
cn tableaux, en desseins, cn estampes, en sculpture, 
en pierres gravees, en coquillages, et autres parties de 
l’histoire naturellc. On alloit a son magazin connnc a 
une foire. L’ete il courroit et fiirctoit dans les pais 
etrangers, et l’hyver, de retour a Paris, il convertissoit 
ses breloques cn beaux deniers. Son jargon etoit 
assorti a sa profession. Au reste, j’ai a me louer de lui. 
Il savoit distinguer ses chalands; il facilitoit 1’achat des 
connoisseurs, et la drogue ctoit reservee pour les 
curieux pauvres en savoir ct riches cn especes’.3

Gilt-bronze had all but replaced silver for decora
tive mounts on porcelain by the 1730’s, and the 
marchands made this field one of their prime speciali
ties. At around this time, Meissen followed the 
example of Oriental porcelain in being ornamented 
with bases, collars, handles and knops of gilt-bronze, 
or included in more elaborate confections often 
involving several different types of porcelain, as well 
as lacquer, both Oriental and French. The marchands- 
mercicrs' guild rules prevented them from designing 
or manufacturing anything themselves. They were 
therefore obliged to commission designs, normally 
from members of the Academic de Saint-Luc, the guild 
of decorative painters, sculptors and designers, and 
employ the services of a variety of specialist 
craftsmen (fig.2).

■

Figure 1. Gcrsaint’s trade card. It illustrates the exoticism and 
variety of his stock.

1
The Vincennes-Sevrcs porcelain factory naturally 

counted the marchands among its principal clients. 
Here we shall examine a small selection of cases 
where they seem to have exercised a role more 
significant than simply as purchasers. As a result of 
their influence upon the design of some of the 
factory’s products there survives to this day a number 
of decorative objects the origin of which is often 
obscure, but which have contributed in a significant 
manner to enhancing the Sevres factory’s reputation.

;

Vincennes flowers
In the early part of the 18th century, multi-coloured 
flowers in enamelled metal were employed to
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garnish gilt-bronze objects. The original inspiration 
for this practice is not clear, but it may well have 
evolved from enamelling on baroque goldsmith’s 
work,4 as well as from the interest, rekindled by the 
rococo style, in using nature as a source for artistic 
motifs (fig.3).

The inarchands-mercicrs supplied their most presti
gious clients with objects of this type. By the 1740’s,

in the early 1740s. Among the numerous porcelains, 
both European and Oriental, delivered by Julliot for 
the new apartments at Choisy on 22nd April 1741, 
was *un petit lion dc porcelainc bleu celeste, garni en 
chandelier dc bronze dore, avee petites fleurs de 
porcelainc’ and ‘deux petits enfants de porcelaine, 
garnis cn chandelier, dc bronze dorc d’or moulu, a 
fleurs dc porcclainc’.

In 1742, Thomas-Joachim Hebert delivered for 
the apartment occupied at Choisy by Louis XV’s 
mistress, the comtcsse de Mailly, a quantity of furni
ture and decorations, all in a blue and white colour 
scheme; the verms Martin commode and encoignure 
now in the Louvre are the sole survivors of this 
splendid interior, which comprised also: ‘Deux 
girandoles a deux branches, le corps forme par deux 
inagots chinois, dc porcelaine bleu ct blanc, montes 
en bronze dorc d’or moulu, les bassinets et bobeches 
aussi de meme bronze avec fleurs dc porcelaine’, and 
‘une grille a 4 branches de 22 pouces de profondeur, 
aiant sur le devant, un cartouche d’omemens de 
cuivre argente a fleurs emaillees bleu ct blanc et deux 
piramides de fer poli, avec pelles, pincettes et 
tenailles, a boutons de cuivre argente, perce a 
lozanges dont le fond cst emaille de bleu’.

Hebert, the principal marchand-mercicr supplying 
the Court, was a leader of fashion at this period. The 
ebeniste Bernard van Risamburgh, who was largely 
employed by him, developed the technique of end- 
cut flower marquetry at about this time, probably to 
apply on pieces of furniture being sold by Hebert to 
the Garde-Meuble.

The first mention of Vincennes porcelain in the 
Journal du Garde-Meuble occurs on 2nd July 1748, 
when Lazare Duvaux made the following delivery 
for the Dauphine at Compiegne: T paire de bras a 
double branche en cuivre vemi a feuillages imitant 
les fleurs qui composent les d. bras, la tige d’un pied 
de haut. Les d. fleurs de porcelaine de Vincennes, 
scavoir un bouquet formant la plaque, des 
tubereuscs, tulipes et oeillets doubles, une des 
branches de jonquilles, l’autre de roses et boutons; le 
bas de differentes fleurs de fantaisie avec les binets 
dores d’or moulu’.

Flowers were first made at Vincennes expressly for 
selling to marchands-incrders so that they could incor
porate them into objects which they supplied as part 
of the decoration of rooms. The 1747-8 accounts, 
the first to mention porcelain flowers, record several 
dealers as purchasers, including Bazin, Le Brun, 
Duvaux, Herbault, Hebert, Godin, Gillct, Sprote, 
Fayollc and Machart. They got a discount of 12%, 
which was later reduced to 9%. In 1747-8, Paris sales 
of flowers, at 41063 livrcs, exceeded by far any other 
businsss. Sales in Paris without discount came to 861 
livrcs, sales at Vincennes with discount came to 9099

Figure 2. Hcrailc ct Oniphalc. Vincennes glazed group, circa 
1752, mounted with candelabra anus in gilt-bronze, probably 
for a nnmhand-iiicrcicr. Limoges, Musec National Adrien- 
Dubouche.

flowers employed for this purpose began to be made 
of porcelain, both in French soft-paste, such as 
Chantilly or Mennccy, and perhaps even from 
Meissen. The Journal du Garde-Mcublc dc la Couronnc, 
the register of deliveries of furniture and furnishings 
to the Royal Household, contains many references 
to objects of this type supplied by marchands.s

Julliot, for example, delivered for Marie 
Leczinska’s oratoire at Compiegne on 
‘deux bras a une branchc chacun cmailles de fleurs 
naturellcs de plusieurs coulcurs en relief...’

The flower motif was especially prevalent at 
Choisy, a royal chateau which was being decorated

26th July 1741
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livrcs, and without discount to 6143 livrcs.
As well as buying flowers for confections of their 

own, dealers were commissioned by the factory' to 
mount flowers and other objects, as we can see from 
a few items in a list entitled ‘Monturcs et fa^on des 
presents faits par la manufacture’:6

‘Quittance du S. Hcrbault du 10 may 1746 pour 
unc cannc montec cn or avec le cordon d’or de

120 (livres)’
Antoine Hcrbault, who became a maitre (a full 

member of his guild) on 21st March 1746, under the 
category' of marchand au Palais, was also a regular 
supplier of small precious objects to the Menus- 
Plaisirs, the body which was responsible for the 
organisation of Court festivities.7 The factory' clearly 
was employing him to provide precious mounts, 
which it could not do in-house.

‘autre du Sr. Duvaux du 29 avril 1747 pour 
monturc de tiges dc fleurs presentees a la Rcine,

48 (livrcs)’de
‘autre dud. S. dud. jour, au dos d’un memoire 
pour monture et garniture d’un bouquet pour

270 (livrcs)’Mad. de Pompadour, dc

Lazare Duvaux — relationships of dealers with 
the factory
Lazare Duvaux’s crucial role at Vincennes has been 
discussed by most authors in the field. His relation
ship with the factory must have been close. In 
March 1757, for example, he was used as interme
diary' to supply the Ministry of Foreign AfFairs with 
porcelain, as part of the bijoux for the marquis de 
l’Hopital’s embassy to Russia. The porcelain 
comprised 12 vases, 2 caisses carrccs, 1 broc ct sa jattc, 1 
pot a I’eau ct sa jattc, 6 dejeuners, some with porcelain 
trays, and one to which he added a plateau d’ancien 
lacq* It appears to be through Duvaux that Duplcssis 
came into contact with the Vincennes factory. He 
was at any rate already providing work in 1748, on 
the Bouquet dc la Daupltinc, along with the goldsmith 
Le Boitcux, who probably fitted the flowers to the 
mounts. It is tempting to link Duvaux with a state
ment in the factory’s 1745 privilege relating to the 
quality of the work already produced: ‘differentes 
pieces..'., apres avoir ete vucs & examinees par les 
marchands debitans la porcclaine de Saxe, ont ete 
approuvees & reconnucs mcmc pour supericures 
dans la qualitc dc la maticrc premiere”.9 Through 
Duvaux’s Livre-Journal, we know that Meissen 
porcelain counted amongst his principal specialities.10

The factory developed fruitful relationships with 
marchands-mcrcicrs over the years, and the Sales 
Registers record the large quantities of porcelain sold 
by approved dealers, on a sale or return system 
which is described in a letter written in 1782 by the 
comte d’Angiviller, the Directeur des Bdtimcnts who

Figure 3. Candlestick designed to be hung from a firescreen 
(ecran). Gilt-bronze mounts, Japanese lacquer saucer, Meissen 
porcelain figure and Vincennes flowers. Mid 18th century. 
Marchands-uicrcicTS combined different elements to create 
charming confections such as this. Private Collection.

oversaw the factory’s activities for Louis XVI:
‘Jc me suis fait rendre compte, Monsieur, dc la 
demande que vous m’avcz fait l’honncur dc 
m’adrcsser cn faveur dc la D[am]e Vjcuvjc 
Poupart qui dcsircroit avoir un depot dc porcc- 
laines de la Manufacture Royalc de Sevres...il y a 
des conditions etablies depuis longtcmps et dont il 
est neccssairc que la Dc Poupart soit instruitc. 
C’cst que lc Depositairc dc la Porcclainc foumissc 
par actc passe devant notairc unc caution avee 
hypotheque sur des biens fonds fibres, pour le 
montant du Depot. Lc mcmc depositairc doit 
aussi s’engager a representer tous les six mois la 
Porcclainc qui lui a etc remise et compter avec 1c 
Directeur ct le Caissier de la Manufacture cn 
argent, sauf les remises qui sont 9% sur les prix, de 
tout ce qu’il a vendu ou nc peut rcpresentcr. Si la 
Dc Poupart jugc a propos dc sc soumettre a ccs 
conditions, jc lui accordcrai volontiers le depot 
qu’clle desire ct jusqu’a la concurrence dc la 
somme pour laqucllc ellc fournira caution ou 
suretes valables sur biens fonds’.11
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Madame Poupart evidently decided to take up 
these conditions, for her name appears for 413 livres 
in the 1782 accounts.

probably sold to Madame de Pompadour, since one 
appears in her posthumous inventory.13

Rectangular inkstands. The earliest known 
example has plaques dating from 1761. These 
plaques arc only known with gilt-bronze mounts of 
this model. Poirier seems, as ever, to have been the 
principal purchaser of such plaques.14

Poirier purchased eleven lima(ons between 1763 
and 68 at a cost of 48 to 60 livres each. The price 
difference can perhaps be accounted for by the fact 
that some have painted knops and feet.15

Spirally twisted candlesticks, known from about 
1773, possibly called flambeaux a colon ties, were, like 
decorative objects such as inkstands, only usable with 
their mounts, and the price range suggested for them 
by Svend Eriksen,16 of 36 to 96 livres a pair, does not 
allow for a mount, at any rate at the lower part of 
the price range.

Rectangular plaques with inset circular portraits of 
Louis XVI and Marie-Antoinette provide another 
example of objects which needed gilt bronze. Poirier 
and Daguerre, partners from 1772, purchased 
tableaux du roi et de la nine; these appear on their 
account for late 1774.

Poirier and mounted objects 
Simon-Philippe Poirier’s role in the design of furni
ture decorated with Sevres plaques was especially 
innovative. This is probably true of objects as well. A 
number of unusual forms were created in the 1760s, 
many of which were mostly sold to Poirier. Some of 
these were new in porcelain, had a principally 
decorative role, and in a number of cases required 
gilt-bronze mounts. The following represent a selec
tion of such pieces:

Biscuit busts of Louis XV and Marie Leezinska on 
their glazed stands. First produced in 1759. Most 
early examples bought by Poirier. Claude Bonnet, 
the agent of the Court of Parma in Paris, bought a 
pair from Poirier in 1760 and described them to 
Dutillot, the Due dc Panne’s minister, in April 1760: 

Tc portrait du Roi et dc la Rcinc aussi en biscuit 
sur dcs petits pieds-destaux qui servent a mettre 
dcs fleurs lorsquc Ton ny met pas les petits 
bustes’.12

Oyster stands. First examples, 1759-60, sold by 
Poirier to the court of Panna via Bonnet. They are 
mounted on frames of bronze lacquered to resemble 
coral. Poirier bought some more in 1761, which he

Vases a monter — Dulac
During the 1760s, the Sevres factory produced a 
number of vases intended to be mounted with gilt—

Figure 4. Garniture of three green Sevres vases with jjwlf grec mounts. Circa 1765. The centre one is similar to the Pompadour 
example, and Dulac probably sold sets such as this, comprising vases of different shapes but with matching colour and mounts.

Private Collection.
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Figure 5. Sevres biscuit central group from the Concert Espagnol 
surtout dc table. Circa 1772. Musee National de Ccramiquc, 
Sevres.

Antoine-Charles’s membership of the Academic dc 
Sainl-Luc. The guild possessed a monopoly on 
designs for gilt-bronze objects, so it seems likely that 
the younger Dulac designed objects of this kind for 
his father’s business.

Horace Walpole, travelling in Paris in 1765-66, 
purchased from Dulac’s shop in the Rue Saint- 
Honore a set of three vases of this model, but with a 
dark blue ground, for his friend John Chute of the 
Vync in Hampshire. One of these survives in situ. 
The Reverend William Cole, who accompanied 
Walpole, recorded the event in his diary on 14th 
November 1765: ‘We went to the shop of Madame 
du Lac...Mr. Walpole, among other Things, bought 
3 most beautiful vases for a Chimney, of blew 
Enamel [an understandable mistake on Cole’s part] 
set in gilt copper, for Mr. Chute of the Vine in 
Hampshire: they cost 19 Guineas, & were the most 
elegant ornament for the place they were designed, 
the middle one being larger then the 2 others’.18

bronze (fig.4). Some of these were plain blue, green 
or violet, imitating oriental porcelain. Marchands- 
mcrciers, who had specialised in fixing gilt-bronze 
mounts to Oriental porcelain, may have been 
responsible for suggesting this practice to the royal 
porcelain factory.

The earliest documented vase of this type must be 
the one supplied to Madame dc Pompadour by the 
marchand-mcrcicr Antoine Dulac in late 1763 or early 
1764, and which appears in her posthumous inven
tory in 1764. This vase, now in the Morgan 
Collection at the Wadsworth Atheneum, Hartford, 
Connecticut, USA, contains a model in gold and 
silver of Bouchardon’s equestrian monument of 
Louis XV, unveiled in the Place Louis XV in Paris 
on 20th June 1763.17 The mount of the Wadsworth 
vase is engraved with the words: DULAC Md RUE 
St HONNORE INVENISTE. This would suggest 
that the design emanated from the Dulac workshop, 
a fact probably confirmed by Antoine Dulac's son

Madame Lair and the ‘Concert Espagnol’
In 1772, the marchand-mcrcicr Madame Lair ordered 
from the decorative sculptor and member of the
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Academic de Saint- 
Luc, Fran^ois- 
Joseph Durct, a 
number of terra
cotta models for 
use by the Sevres 
factory to model 
in biscuit.19 
Madame Lair, a 
member of the 
Bazin f a m i 1 y,
specialised in 
serviccwares and 
table decoration, 
and the biscuit 
groups and figures 
were intended to 
be used as surtouts 
dc table. The first 
one, Le concert 
espagnol (Jig. 5) 
consisted of a 
central group of 
four figures repre
senting a Spanish 
concert, with two 
side groups of two musicians, and four single figures. 
They were taken from a painting by Carle van Loo, 
La conversation cspagnole, of 1755, which belonged to 
Madame Geoffrin, and was sold to Catherine the 
Great in 1772, the same year that the surtout was 
created. In his comments on the Salon in 1765 when 
the pendant to it, La lecture espagnolc, was exhibited, 
Diderot stated that this painting had known a ‘grand 
succes dans sa nouveaute, et a toujours conserve sa 
reputation’.20 Both paintings were engraved in 
reverse, but the group is the same way round as the 
painting, which suggests that it was modelled directly 
from it, and may indicate that Madame Lair was 
involved in the transaction with Catherine the Great. 
Four sets were sold at the end-of-ycar sales at 
Versailles in December 1772, two for cash (perhaps 
to Madame Lair) one to Louis XV, and one to 
Mcsdamcs Adelaide, Victoire and Sophie together. 
Madame du Barry, a good client of Madame Lair, 
purchased another directly from the factory in 1773.

Figure 6. Pair of Sevres vases simulating tortoiseshell, with gout 
etmsquc gilt-bronze mounts. 1780s. Probably from Daguerre. 
Private Collection.

circle as his principal clients. At this period, Jean- 
Dcmosthenc Dugourc may have been the principal 
supplier of designs to Daguerre. The architect 
Fran^ois-Joseph Belanger’s brother-in-law, he started 
his career painting cameos in the Antique style for 
the stucco panelling at Bagatelle. Many of the 
designs for gilt-bronze which Daguerre provided to 
his bronziers Thoinire and Remond must have 
emanated from Dugourc. Duplessis JUs had probably 
provided gilt-bronze mounts for Poirier as well as 
directly for the factory, and may have continued to 
do so for Daguerre, but was replaced by Thomire, 
probably well before his death in 1783. Campana- 
shaped vases in Sevres porcelain imitating agate (see 
Jig. 6) were probably mounted by craftsmen working 
for Daguerre in the mid 1780s. Agate vases with 
similar mounts have been recorded; these too must 
have emanated from Daguerre’s craftsmen.21 This 
confirms that Oriental porcelain was not the only 
material to be copied, although plain dark blue vases 
formed the staple of Daguerre’s mounted produc
tion.

Vases a montcr - Daguerre
The early neo-classical vases produced at Sevres bear 
witness to the bold proportions of the gout grec. By 
the mid-1770s, a lighter, more graceful style had 
developed. Known as the gout etmsquc or gout 
arabesque, it was influenced to a great extent by 
Dominique Daguerre, Poirier’s junior partner and 
successor who had become the leading mareband in 
Paris, and who counted Marie-Antoinette and her

Mounted porcelain — the end of the 18th century
In 1783, Daguerre used the models provided by the 
sculptor Louis-Simon Boizot to Sevres in 1780 for
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two biscuit figures, called L’etude and La philosophic, 
as clock decoration. The figures could be of biscuit, 
or alternatively of gilt or patinated bronze. This was 
to become one of the most popular models of clocks 
at the end of the 18th century, and numerous 
examples have survived. But Daguerre’s commercial 
hold on designs by Dugourc or others was by no 
means absolute. In fact, other dealers and craftsmen, 
as well as the factor)' itself, produced and sold 
mounted objects incorporating Sevres porcelain, 
often made from related designs (fig.7).

In 1786, the Paris clockmakcr Francois-Louis 
Godon was appointed Rclojcro de Camara, or clock- 
maker to the Spanish Court.- The close contact 
which Dugourc was to have with the Spanish Court 
at the time of the French Revolution may have 
started through Godon, and the hand of Dugourc is 
visible in the design of many of the objects which 
Godon was supplying in the latter part of the 1780s. 
The pair of Sevres porcelain and gilt-bronze cande
labra shown in figure 7 are typical of this style. The 
small vases imitating Ancient Greek pottery are 
evidently derived from the collection of ancient 
ceramics sold to Louis XVI by the baron de Non at 
about this time. They recur on a pair of candelabra 
in the Royal Palace in Madrid, which arc signed in 
the bronze by Thomire and dated 1791.23 These also 
incorporate, in Sevres porcelain, the ancient tripod 
altar visible on Thomire’s Vestal clock (and in the 
base of the candelabrum on the left of figure 8), as 
well as painted plaques in the base. This clock was 
made by Thomire, with a movement by Robin, for 
Marie-Antoinette in 1788. Another example, with a 
movement by Godon, is in the Decorative Arts 
Museum in Madrid.24 In this case Thomire, instead 
of being commissioned by Daguerre, appears to have 
been in control of the commercial aspect himself; in 
1788 he bought from Sevres two altars, eight plaques 
and eight small bas reliefs. This raises the question of 
ownership of the design. The altar on the Madrid 
clock is enamelled metal, probably by Coteau, who 
also worked for Godon, supplying components for 
pieces for Spain, including clock dials, as well as 
more unusual objects such as candlesticks.25

Dugourc is perhaps the author of the well-known 
design for a chimncypiece, with clock, candelabra 
and vases, in the Musee des Arts Decoratifs in Paris 
(fig.8). In this case the factory itself appears to have 
sold the chimneypiece directly to the end buyer, 
although other elements on the drawing, such as the 
firedogs, do not incorporate any porcelain and must 
therefore have been sold by others, probably 
Thomire. Two buyers are recorded for the chimney- 
piece, the due d’Orleans (the future Philippe-Egalite) 
and the Princess Kinsky, an Austrian who owned a 
splendid hdtel in the rue Saint-Dominiquc. At the

Figure 7. Pair of candelabra with Sevres bases (bearing 
interlaced L marks), biscuit figures, and small ctruscan-style 
vases. Late 1780s. Private Collection.

factory’s end-of-ycar sales in 1791-92 at the Tuileries 
she bought: 1 chambraule de cheminee garni dc caniecs en 
Porcclaine dc bronze dore, for 6000 liures. Her inven
tory in 1794 describes the chimneypiece, and notes 
that it comprised eleven porcelain panels in gilt- 
bronze frames set into the marble.26 A document in 
the Archives Nationalcs portion of the Sevres factory’s 
correspondence27 records the porcelain decoration: 

‘Pour une chambranlc de cheminee 
L’offrande a Vesta 
Figures volantes 
Arabesques avee enfant et autel 
Rosassc d’orncment 
Petite frizc.’

A strong relationship exists between the chimney
piece design and that for Maric-Antoinette’s jewel 
cabinet. This was definitely the work of Dugourc, as 
has been shown by Christian Baulez.2* It had been 
ordered through the Queen’s private Garde Mcublc in 
1787, and the model, which is slightly different to 
the finished product, shows vases on the stretchers, 
which were actually provided, and which are of

:
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typical vase Daguerre shape, with a dark blue ground 
and handles in the shape of naked female figures; 
they have now sadly disappeared. Most of the people 
who worked on this magnificent piece of furniture, 
with its Sevres cameo-style plaques in the frieze, had 
some connection with Sevres: the designer of the 
figural gilt-bronze ornament was Louis-Simon 
Boizot, Thomire executed its cisclurc, Lagrcncc 
painted the arabesque panels and Dcgault, who 
seems to have started his career at Sevres in 1758, 
painted the cameos. Bonnefoy-Duplan, the Intendant 
of the Garde-Mettble dc la Reine, supervised the 
various elements of the order himself; he no doubt 
derived enormous satisfaction from the savings to be 
made by not employing Daguerre!

NOTES
The author wishes to express his thanks to Ailccn Dawson and 
Rosalind Savill for kindly reading the manuscript and 
suggesting helpful corrections. Original spellings have been 
retained in quotations.

Quoted in: Lough, John, France Obsewed in the 
Seventeenth Century By British Travellers, 1985, p.55.

8.

1.

Figure 8. Design for two alternative chimncypicccs in marble 
with porcelain plaques in gilt-bronze mounts, with firedogs, 
candelabra, a decorative vase, a figure and a clock. Circa 1785. 
The candelabrum on the left is supported by an Antique 
tripod altar of a type produced at Sevres for clock eases, 
examples of which were bought by Thomirc. The figure on 
the antique lamp is one of the avo designed by Boizot in 1780 
and used by Daguerre for clocks. The winged female term 
figure on the left upright of the chimneypiecc resembles gilt- 
bronze examples on furniture known to have been supplied by 
Daguerre. Yet the chimncypicce at least was retailed complete 
directly by the factor)'. Paris, Musec dcs Arts Decoratifs.
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